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KnND'S DIGITnL COMPUTER EFFORT 

WILLIrtM F. GUNNING 
\ 

■i 
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The HHND Corporation, as many of you know, has approached 

the computing business from the point of view of a user, A large 

computing effort is necessary in carrying out KIND'S contract with 

the «ir Force. Most of this computing, at the present time, is 

being done on IBM equipment. We have sent crews out to work on 

machines all over the country.  There is almost always some R ND 

contingent with a problem on one of the large digital machines in 

the East. 

Our IBM installation consists presently of three ^odel II 

CPC's and two 604's. These equipments are run on a three—shift 

basis. 

For some of the problems that we must solve, analog equip- 

ment seems to be preferable. We have a medium sized modified 

REnC installation which includes some quasi—digital features so 

it is presentable at this meeting.  It has an IBM type plug board 

which controls every component in the machine, nil problem pre- 

paration is Qone away from the machine. There is an operator's 

console at which the operator can sit down and run the machine in 

a convenient way.  It contains an analog-to-digital device which 

allows results to be punched on IBM cards and also facilitates 

the setting of scale factor potentiometers at the beginning of 

the problem ana for successive runs.  It includes a fair number of 

decision elements which allow the computing program to be changed 



automatically as the results become available to the- c~nputer. 

These are, in more definite terms, high-gain amplifiers which 

operate relays connected to the plug boat·d. 
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The rate of growth of computing effort at RAND has been such 

that it became clear that we could not hope to handle the expected 

load by simply enlarging our standard IBM installation. R large 

general purpose high speed machine was needed. About two year~ 

ago, a national tour was made ~nd it was decided to ~o along with 

several other ~rgunizations and produce a copy, or rather a modi-

fied version as they have all turned out, of the IAS machine. I 

think that almost everybody here is aware of the principle 

features of that machine. It will only be necessary to describe 

the deviations as they developed in the last year and u half or 

so. Some items are not deviations any more, and are ttines to be 

found in the ORDVaC and other siblings of the orieinal at Princeton. 

The first of these is IBM card input-outp,:t. vie plan to use 

a collator as ~n input device. The code can call for a card from 

either or both of the two feeds. The output will he done on a 

standard I?!·~ punch. hll information \-:ill be consiaered by the 

machine as 12 binary words per card. Decimal information must be 

handled by a landing &nd conversion routine similar to that used 

by the IB~ 701 computer. It turns out that the input rate can be 

as high &s 96 words per second since the collator feeds four cards 

per secona in ~oth feeds. 

Our m&chine has the logical cont~ol and gates for a magnetic 

drum built into the main frame. The read and write amplifiers are 

under cievelopm;~nt,. The drum is to be divided logically into two 
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sections, one of which can communicate with card machinery indepen- 

dently. The other section will be communicating with the machine. 

The two sections are in.er—changed between problems. 

The drum order is organized in a way that allows an 

arbitrary block of information to be transferred from high-speed 

storage to the drum and vice versa. K  standard half word order 

calls for a arum transfer and specifies the first electrostatic 

address, n  special word in M^ (the multiplier quotient register) 

specifies the first and last drum addresses. 

The machine will have an operator*s console. The design is 

the result of a seminar that has run for some time and was attended 

by FUND people who have had experience on, I think, seven members 

of the n.C family and have brought back their feelings after using 

these various machines.  Ae hope to have an eclectic console. 

The operator will see a display, in octal, of the contents 

of either th~> accumulator or the multiplier quotient register. 

This will occur whenever the machine is halted or when called for 

in the code when the machine is computing automatically,  n relay 

storage and encoding register holds the information and allows the 

machine t<j proceed.  Coded reeuests for aisplay that occur too 

frequently are ignored. 

There will be an arrangement similar to the EDVnC "halt at 

address H" device in which an address may be set on the console. 

The machine will halt vvhen this point in the code is reached, A 

word may be entered into any register from the console.  There 

will be indications of why the machine has stopped, such as, 

"stopped from a regular halt order, stopped because there has been 

an overflow or, reached the stop address".  None of the buttons or 

m   
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switches (except halt) will be effective while the machine is com- 

puting automatically. 

The order list has been changed slightly.  »Ve have a partial 

substitution order for words being sent to the memory. There is 

an extract or logical product order. There is an overflow 

indicator for addition and subtraction.  This operation may* be 

used to halt the computer at the option of the operator, H division 

order has been provided which vill accommodate a double length 

numerator; that is, a 78 binary digit numerator.  Either sign can 

be used in multiplication and division. 

Most of the things discussed so far have been points that 

the user would be aware of. There are some engineering modifica- 

tions that may be of some interest but before mentioning them, I 

would like to pay tribute to the work done by the people at the 

Institute for «Uvanced Study. Many of us who are in the course of 

making copies of the I*S machine have a tendency to emphasize our 

deviations ana forget the tremendous debt that we owe Julian 

bigelow anu others at the Institute.  I think that the fact that 

so many of us have been able to make an arithmetic unit that works 

when first plugged in ana which requires no fussing, is proof 

enough of the fundamental contribution that they have made.  With 

this apolory, I should like to mention some of the changes that we 

have made in the machine and its surrounuing equipment. 

First of all, we have spent a considerable amount of money 

and effort to assure adequate cooling. One of the bug—a—boos is 

getting the heat out of these machines,  we have a closed cycle 

arrangement which assures plenty of dry, clean air.  The same air 
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is used repeatedly with a heat exchanger and filters in the cij 

cuit. 

The other deviation that is of principal engineering 

importance is in the memory.  About a year and a half ago, we 

made a second tour and attempted to assess the status of Williams 

memories in the various machines throughout the country,  «t that 

time it was our judgment that the limited amount of effort v/e 

could put in further development of Williams memory systems   

and at that time I think all were agreed that they needed further 

development   would not have contributed significantly to 

reaching a good solution for this kind of memory.  Consequently, 

we decided for this and other reasons to use a memory based on the 

aCü selectron tube. This tube, as you probably remember, was 

primarily developed in connection with the IAS machine. It is 

particularly well suited to a high—speed parallel machine. We 

now have a memory designed and under construction, using either 

4u or ÖU selectrons, which means either a 256 or 512 word high- 

speed memory. The option is based on the fact that the selectron 

is an expensive device and not only the first cost but the running 

costj of the machine must be considered.  Consequently, we are 

interested in developing a substitute memory system.  Even if the 

life of the tubes is several thousand hours or even 10,000 hours, 

the cost of running the machine with selectrons will be quite high. 

The contender we like best is the magnetic core. We have 

c-lready started on that work as you can see (indicating). 

The frame of the machine has been considerably changed from 

that of the Princeton prototype.  »<e have enlarged the frame such 
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that there are about two times as many tube sockets. Even nov;, 

with the machine including the drum equipment, we have of the 

order of 5Ü0 spare tube sockets. This is a comfortable position 

to be in. 

The heater circuits have been isolated into groups of about 

12 each such that we may make marginal checks on heater-cathode 

leakage without interfering with normal machine operation. 

The control contains only one counter instead of two. This 

counter taKes care of shift counting, counting of successive 

addresses in the hii^h speed memory during a drum order, ana order 

counting. 

The maintenance console will include an indication of the 

state of every toggle in the machine,  nlarm fuses are used in 

profusion.  There is an arrangement to monitor all the principal 

voltages in the machine and the ope -ation of the refrigeration 

equipment. 

VJe have installed in our new building, which we hope to 

move into in about a week, a large motor—generator set to isolate 

us from the severe line transients that exist in Southern California. 

V.'e also have a small standby unit. 

The future activities of the ft«KD group in the engineering 

aspects of computing are sure to be somewhat varied.  It seems 

appropriate that I-uvND maintain a small corps of engineers that are 

well versed in the technical aspects of both analog and aigital 

computing to carry out its prime purpose. V.hen this machine is 

operating and we can reduce the efforts on its construction and 

development, there will probably be a continuing hardware develop— 
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ment effort at perhaps 50 per cent of the present level. 

GHnliiMrtN HEilTENbb:  nre there any cuestions of the RnND 

operation? 

DR. iub'iinhu  TELLER:  Is it proper to ask. what is your time 

schedule? 

MR. GUNNING:  The von Neumann constant that we are usirj 

is «approximately ten months. V.e qualify this further by saying 

that the definition of completed that we are using is that the 

machine will be capable of doing a prime number problem for one 

hour.  (Laughter).  It will not necessarily have the drum or con- 

sole attached. 

DR. TELLER:  Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN HESTENES:  nny other cuestions? I think it is 

time to go ahead with Dr. Brown's discussion. 


